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DISCLAIMER © Tyrone Fields 2012 The information presented in this eBook cannot be reproduced in any form without prior permission from the author. Although extreme care has been taken to prepare this eBook, the author is not responsible for any losses incurred due to misinterpretation of information. All readers are advised to seek professional financial advice as this eBook cannot be used as its substitute.
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WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM THIS EBOOK We are currently in the 21st century and information is all around us. Information can be acquired through computers, radio, television, phones, and newspapers. The only problem with an immense amount of communication is you may not know how to interpret that information. The problem that I used to have is understanding the information, and knowing what to do with the information. My lack of understanding cost me thousands of dollars, but it does not have to cost you thousands of dollars. You are reading this eBook because you want to learn how to interpret that information into money, and that can become possible only if you understand financial information. As time proceeds, those who have a solid understanding of stock market trends, and financial information are the only ones who can pocket heavy profits. With many stocks increasing in value on a daily basis, and then dropping just as rapidly, financial savvy people have learned to earn profit from market’s price fluctuations by buying and selling stocks at appropriate times. When I first started trading, I was under the impression that you invest money and then let the market determine your fate. Let me be the one to tell you that anyone that gives you that advise please turn and walk away as fast as possible. What if I told you, that you have all the control over your finances? If you want to make $100 you can. If you want to make $300 you can. If you want to make $10,000 you can. You can make however much money you want to, you just have to understand information and know what to do with it.
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You can properly trade in the stock market only if you are well versed in the art of speculation, interpreting information and understanding people. That is to say, you should be able to buy and sell stocks at the right time to make hefty money. I currently make $300-$15,000 on a daily basis, and information has enabled me to do this. Check out this link http://www.doubleyourmoneyinaday.com/how-to-double-your-money.html this website will go more into detail on how I am able to make this kind of money. This eBook is about the economic trend, operations of the stock market, and the psychology of trading. It is not going to annoy you with excessive bookish arguments or financial theories. Instead, it will just explain the things the way they actually are. This eBook will provide you the basic information necessary to be successful in stock market. It will offer you the ideal concepts of leverage and stock options that are prerequisites to create wealth. The stock market is the number one industry where the most millionaires are made. A sound understanding of the stock market and leverage is extremely important in how you perceive your stock options and augment your investment gains. When you are finished reading this book, you will have a better understanding of how the stock market works and how you can capitalize from the stock market.
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WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE COURSE “The knowledge that I received from Mr. Tyrone Fields "Double your money in a day" course was absolutely priceless. I turned $1500 into $3000 in just a few hours. This course was not only a wonderful investment but also a life building tool that I can teach my family. The satisfaction, knowing that I can make my money on the Internet, is wonderful. I wish I would have learned this sooner. If I could do this, anybody can do it. Thank you Mr. Fields." -Miguel Lopez



"I tried many famous gurus to teach me stock investments, but ended up nowhere. Tyrone’s detailed information taught me how to make money from home. Mr. Fields is one of the few gurus who truly care about his students. I recommend his course to everybody. Thank you Mr. Tyrone Fields for changing my life.” – Gadiel Del Orbe “I just want to say that this information has changed my life. Thank you guys” -Brandon Johnson
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WHAT YOU CAN DO AFTER THE COURSE When you think of money, I don’t want you to think that it is impossible to acquire. The following checks prove how the amount of $150,000 has increased to $250,000 within the duration of two days. It has become possible due to investment education provided by the company in the course. It has also become possible because of the mindset of one. Anyone can do this, it just takes a little education and mindset.
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INTRODUCTION – THE REALM OF STOCK MARKET Every single day, stock traders gear up enthusiastically for a war on an invisible battlefield. Much like it has been observed in the history of warfare, those who have a strategic advantage, in this case it would be well-informed traders, are able to win more often than they lose. You are currently becoming a wellinformed trader by downloading this eBook. The stock market is a place where people buy and sell stocks. There are executives of huge corporations who look for an opportune way to make extra money so that they can improve their business. So where do these executives turn? They turn to the stock market because it is the easiest and fastest way to generate extra money. Alternatively, there are individuals who take interest in buying shares of stocks in these organizations. The place where buyers get a chance to purchase what the sellers are offering is called the Stock Market. When I first started trading, I was under the impression that I was supposed to put my money in the stock market and leave it. Well little did I know that trading stocks requires deep understanding and knowledge of the stock market trends. Trading stock also requires you to become proficient with various analyses, understanding various activities and operations of the stock market. It is definitely not for inadequately informed individuals. As a matter of fact, the decisions you make about buying and selling stocks are much more powerful than you can imagine. In order to become a skilled trader, you do not only need to be enthusiastic about winning, but also devoted to learning. After all, you have to compete with people in stock market who are all set to get your money away from you. However, when Page 8



equipped with proper strategy and knowledge, no one can stop you from becoming a millionaire or even a billionaire in the same stock market trading. Remember, it is not about who has the most money. It is about who has the most knowledge. Now days it is about the educated taking away from the uneducated. The educated will always know something that the uneducated does not know. Double Your Money in a Day is a perfect guide to understand the basics of stock market trading. It teaches you to put your fears aside and to use information to your advantage.



LEARN ABOUT STOCK MARKET INDICES A stock market index refers to a particular approach devised to measure a distinct section of stock market. It is utilized as a standard for assessing the functionality of a particular portion of the stock market. It actually follows the performance of a certain set of stocks that are considered to signify a distinct market or economy. A stock market index is a special tool utilized by financial investors and managers to describe and compare the essentials of a market. Almost every imaginable segment of the economy consists of stock market indices. In order to become a proficient investor, one has to be aptly familiarized with these indices. While Page 9



investing in stock and options you will always turn to the price of indices. You will also compare stock to indices. This will inform you, if a particular stock is underperforming or outperforming the index. This can often times be a quick technique to analyze the performance of a particular stock.



TYPES OF INDICES Stock market indices can be classified into various systems. A Global Stock Market Index typically includes huge organizations and companies of several countries in the world. It does not involve any consideration of where they are located. A National index characterizes the functionality of the stock market of any particular nation. It represents the nature of that country’s present economy. These are the indexes that you will mostly be focusing on. National indices are influenced by different political, monetary, and fiscal events, whether local or foreign. Such events are terrorism, warfare, taxes, interest rates, and natural calamities that can potentially cause financial damage.



DOW The stock market index, Dow, is often referred to as the Dow Jones, the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the Industrial Average or merely Dow 30. Like many other stock market indices, Charles Dow, the editor of Wall Street Journal and cofounder of Dow Jones & Company also created Dow.
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Dow is an index that indicates average price of 30 stocks. These stocks represent 30 great publicly owned companies in the United States of America. They are intended to show trading performance of these companies in the stock market during a normal trading period. According to some financial critics, Dow is not a very methodical depiction of the general market performance. Even then, it is one of the most quoted and recognized stock market indices. It is also criticized for making the value of average more influenced by higher-priced stocks as compared to their lowerpriced equivalents, without considering the respective industry size or other fundamentals. It is a common observation that corporate and financial reports are the only parameters that regulate the performance of Dow.



NASDAQ The



stock



market



index,



NASDAQ, is one of the largest and



oldest



electronic



stock



markets in the world. A long acronym



for



National



Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations, NASDAQ is a stock exchange of the United States of America. In reference to Page 11



economic



market



capitalization, it is the second biggest stock exchange in the world. NASDAQ stock market has neither an exchange floor nor a primary location for executing trading activities. Alternatively, it uses a trading system, which is completely automatic and incorporates open market and multiple dealers. It involves various market creators that compete to manage transactions in every stock. As compared to other American stock exchanges, NASDAQ manages a great majority of IPOs (Initial Public Offerings). IPOs are a corporation’s first offer to sell to the public.



The NASDAQ covers many established industries as well as



upcoming companies, particularly in communications, media, biotechnology, transportation, financial services and mostly technology. Due to the diversity and innovation of the NASDAQ, it is the fastest moving Index (volatile). Meaning that stock fluctuate more frequently. As a fully automated execution setting, NASDAQ enhances speed of your transaction. Thus, it ensures that your trading orders and updates are handled almost immediately. Several firms rely on NASDAQ for its incomparable



speed



and



capability to execute fast and efficient trading activities.



NYSE I’m sure that everyone has heard about the New



York Stock



Exchange. It is one of the most
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prominent exchanges in the world. Situated on Wall Street, the New York Stock Exchange is the largest and oldest stock exchange in the United States of America. The NYSE is liable to supervise transference of member seats, set policies and assess applicants. NYSE itself is a publicly traded company that recruits almost 3,000



employees.



NYSE



Euronext manages it. It offers a marketplace for purchasing and selling various corporate stocks and securities. Contrary to some newer stock exchanges, the NYSE still employs a great trading floor in order to execute its transactional activities. It is a platform where representatives of various buyers and sellers, professionally referred to as brokers, gather and shout prices at each other in order to make a deal. The NYSE, also known as the Big Board, has set certain rules for SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission), commonly referred to as listing standards, in case foreign organizations want to list their shares on this American stock exchange.



S&P 500 The S&P 500 is an acronym for the Standard & Poor’s 500. This stock market index indicates general stock prices of top 500 publicly traded
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companies of the United States of America. A great majority of financial critics believe it to be the finest representation of the U.S economic market. S&P 500 differs from other stock market indices in a way that it follows a different set of stocks. It is considered to represent the stock market as a group. It chooses its companies according to their sector, market size and liquidity. If a company wants to be listed in the S&P 500, it should satisfy the following minimum set of requirements:  Be a company of the United States of America.  Have four successive quarters of constructive revenues.  Have a market cap of no less than $4 billion.  Be registered on either the NASDAQ or NYSE.  Have at least $1 per share as stock price.
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ELEMENTS OF TRADING The procedure of stock trading comprises of either purchasing or selling shares of stock. For example, let’s say I own ten slices of pepperoni pizza (my business), and each slice (a share) is worth $1. Then lets say an investor would like to own one slice of my pizza (my business), I would then charge the investor $1 to own a slice (a share) of my pizza (my business) through a broker. The investor accepts the offer, and now owns one slice (a share) of the pizza (my business). Now let’s say that the pepperoni pizza (my business) that I own now has sausage on it. Now the pizza (my business) is worth $20 because it has more on it, which makes each slice worth $2. Now the slice of pizza that the investor purchased is also worth $2. Now the investor just doubled his or her money. Both buying and selling stock have their own groups of benefits and shortcomings, as per the economic market conditions, and the situation that presents itself. Before employing any trading strategy, it is vital to evaluate possible risks and incentives. It is also vital to eliminate emotion when trading stock. Trading stock is the understanding of human psychology, and using it to your advantage. With the right education and understanding anyone can benefit from the buying and selling of stock.
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BUYING STOCKS As the example above shows, when you buy a share of stocks, you earn a genuine share in an organization and become a rightful partial owner. The fraction you possess is based on the number of shares you purchase as well as the size of the corporation or share price. Now sometimes the share price can be expensive, but you will learn a viable lesson later call leverage. This will enable you to purchase that expensive stock at a huge discount and make twice the amount of money. The first and foremost step in buying stocks is to opt for an appropriate company and situation. Publicly owned companies (companies that sell shares of their company) allow you to buy their stocks whereas you are not able to buy stocks in any privately owned corporation as a small group of people control its activities. The intention of purchasing and selling stocks is to create money in a growing or declining economic market. And yes I did just say “declining market,” because you can also make money when the stock market is declining. These are more advanced strategies that will be learned later, but for now let’s focus on the traditional way of making money. Let’s say person buys shares of stock in a corporation for a particular price. If the price of a stock increases, he/she can trade shares for that increased price and thus, make money from the difference. Our If you prefer to be a traditional investor who does not take up much risk, then you
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should opt for secure stocks and keep them for a certain time. The only problem with this is that the value of such stocks generally does not increase very quickly, and you could be missing out on opportunities to actually double your money. Later on you are going to learn how to capitalize on stocks that don’t move as much by utilizing leverage.



Utilizing Brokerages Brokerages are one of the most commonly used strategies to buy stocks. There are two different types of brokerages. A full-service brokerage is intended to handle your account and also provide you professional financial suggestions. However, a discount brokerage does not offer much individual attention. The benefit of the discount brokerage is its modest charges and the instant control and freedom you have over your money.



SELLING STOCKS When it comes to selling your shares of stock, a great majority of monetary planners recommend selling a stock if its value reduces by 10%. Nevertheless, the ultimate decision is based on your own level of risk endurance and education. There is training that I offer that strategically focuses on the selling aspect of stock. It enables you full control of your investment no matter where the market goes. It is a savvy way of investing.
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You can sell your shares of stock through different brokerage accounts. Some brokerages incorporate a condition for minimum account size and some brokerages don’t. Therefore, if you have insufficient shares, you may need to put in additional funds to open these types of accounts, that is why it is always important to thoroughly examine the brokerage policies. Later on I will go more into detail on brokerage firms.



DETERMINATION OF STOCK PRICES The prices of stocks are determined by a group of parameters that an analyst cannot always comprehend or calculate. It is hard to actually determine the price of stock in a free market. Free market meaning, the investors control the price of the companies.



Everything that you



can imagine is control by the free market. That is why the stock market creates the most millionaires. All the money that circulates throughout the world comes through stock market.



Momentum has a tendency to deviate the prices of stocks. When stock prices show a rising behavior, more buyers enter the economic market with an expectation to make hefty profits. Such an increase in demand drives stock prices even higher.
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When stock prices eventually fall, people may want to immediately sell their stocks, which may encourage descending momentum.



A lot of times the



determining factor for the selling of stock could be the news, or consumer confidence (emotion). There can be a huge benefit from investing in these types of situations. This is called “trend investing/channeling stock.” If you visit this link http://www.doubleyourmoneyinaday.com/Get-Access-.html I go more into detail on this particular subject. Usually, investors prefer to acquire stocks as per their assumptions but do not consider the facts that are presented to them in the information. Why is this? Most people do not know how to interpret the information presented to them. Savvy investors utilize different analytical information such as; technical (charts) and fundamental analyses (economic numbers), to analyze approximate prices of stocks that can be expected in future. Other analytical information can be found in the news. Some of my most profitable deals where the result of the news. These type deals can yield a savvy investor $300 to $15,000 a day! I won’t go into detail right now but you can learn more about this by visiting this link http://www.doubleyourmoneyinaday.com/turn-1-to-2k-a-day.html



FLUCTUATION OF STOCK PRICES
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The prices of stocks basically change due to the concepts of supply and demand. The stock prices tend to move up if a great majority of people buy stocks. On the contrary, stock prices usually fall down when more individuals sell their shares of stock than purchase them. In such a scenario, supply would be greater than demand. Similar to all assets be money, real estate, or business in the economic market, the value of a stock is responsive to demand. Nonetheless, there are various factors that control the demand of a certain set of stocks. It can be affected by financial expectations, news and consumer confidence (emotion). A majority of financial critics deem that it is always not possible to foretell the behavior of stock prices. However, some also believe that utilizing different technical analyses (charts/technical indicators) and fundamental analyses (economic numbers) and understanding previous price variations can give a definite idea of buying and selling periods. It should be remembered that stocks are unstable and its value have full potential to change really quickly. That is why it is important to protect yourself against instant price fluctuations.
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BROKERS ACCOUNT A brokerage account represents an agreement between a licensed firm offering brokerage services and an investor. This account intends to allow an investor to deposit finances and place investment orders, which are eventually carried out by the firm. The resources present in a brokerage account are investor’s property. There



are



different



kinds



of



brokerage firms that offer various brokerage accounts. Each of the offered brokerage accounts has its own features and services. The provision of such varied accounts enables investors to select the kind of brokerage account that caters to their financial needs and interests. There are different full-service brokerage accounts. Such accounts offer



tremendous



investment



guidance but also charge enormous fees for their services. On the other hand, online brokers present a safe and lowcost trading interface. Investors to place orders and execute their trading activities use this platform.
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ONLINE BROKERS ACCOUNT VS TRADITIONAL BROKER The investment activities have seen a major change due to the evolution of online brokerage accounts. These accounts are pretty low in cost, which has made them easily accessible for almost anyone. Online brokerage accounts allow investors to decide their own investment selections and procedures. An online brokerage account enables investors to sign in and place a trade order at any time. Online investors have to supervise their investment portfolios on their own. Investors also have the ability to place different orders to



where



supervision



is



nominal. How would you feel to



make



money



without



looking? Well you can position yourself to do that with an online



brokerage



account.



Holders of online brokerage accounts can invest in different stock options including mutual funds, commodities, exchange-traded funds and bonds. Online brokerage accounts have a lot of advantages, but you have to understand that each online brokerage firm plays by different rules. That is why it is imperative that you conduct the right due diligence before opening a brokerage account. Check the price of the commissions, check how many trades you can execute in a day, and check the limitations on trading levels. To learn more about Page 22



this click this link http://www.doubleyourmoneyinaday.com/Get-Access-.html. I will go more into detail on brokerage accounts, and even give suggestions on to which brokerage firms’ play by the right rules. Traditional brokerage services are advantageous in a way that they recommend investment procedures and help clients supervise their portfolios. Most



of



the



time



online



brokerage account users do better than traditional brokers, due to distractions and lack of focus.



However, the greater



execution speed and lower cost of online brokers offer them a great benefit over traditional brokers. With the availability of online trading services, investors can execute their trading activities with a single click and in turn double their money in a day.



SPREAD SHEET A spreadsheet is a simple yet dominant tool to analyze trading activities and investments. It does not only organize financial data, but also allows for various complex calculations. There are different software through which you can update your spreadsheet by obtaining latest stock quotes and other relevant data.



A



spread sheet is where you can find the price of a stock (ask) and the how you would make selling the stock (bid). The spread sheet is merely a price tag for the company that you are buying. Page 23



STOCK QUOTES Stock quotes are the prices of stocks which are indicated in a stock exchange. They represent detailed information about a particular set of stocks. For instance, the previously traded prices, bid prices and ask prices of stocks can be identified through stock quotes. Also you can find out how much the company increased or decreased in a day. A stock quote is also identified as a price tag for a company. You can easily find stock quotes online or in newspapers. On any regular trading day, they usually change at every single moment. Some professional investors prefer to check stock quotes through websites as compared to newspapers. The most significant fact in this respect is that most websites provide delayed quotes without any cost. In order to view real-time quotes, investors have to obtain an online brokers account.



This is easy



for anyone to obtain.



CREATE WEALTH
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Making financial investments can be an efficient approach to create wealth. It is extremely important to recognize benefits and shortcomings involved in this procedure. You do not necessarily need to buy an investment or stock only because you can financially afford it. You can also reserve your monetary resources or borrow finances to get benefit from leverage.



I remember



when I learned the art of leverage, it was like the golden gates where opened to me. I never looked at money the same. I was so intrigued at how fast I could make money, without investing a huge sum of money. I mean I was literally investing pennies to make dollars. Leverage is defined as doing more with less. That is the art of creating wealth without the financial risk of contributing all of your funds. Once you learn this art, all the wealth that you can acquire is in your hands.



WORKING OF STOCK OPTIONS Stock options are financial tools through which an investor can enjoy the flexibility of any investment opportunity. These options provide you plenty of investment choices. They are agreements that do not restrict an investor to just selling or buying stocks. They give you a chance to modify your investment according to your own circumstances and stock market prospects. The possible rewards of stock options are as follows:  You can raise profits against existing stock holdings. Page 25



 Stock holdings can be protected from falling market prices.  You are able to buy stocks at lower costs.  You can prepare yourself for a big investment even when you are not sure of future prices.  You can turn pennies into dollars Stock options enable you to set up the price for a certain time period. This is the price at which you can buy or sell your stocks which is just a fraction of what you would give to actually possess the stock. With stock options you get the same advantage as purchasing stock with decreased risk. Consider a simple example of stock options. Consider you want to buy the company Wal-Mart stock which is trading around $68 dollars a share. That could become very expensive, but what if I told you that you could purchase Wal-Mart for pennies and turn that investment into dollars. That is the power of leverage using stock options. For this reason, stock options are widely used as powerful wealth creating tools. The following examples show how invested money has almost been doubled through stock options. It involves 100-500% ROE (Return on my money). These are actual trades that I have done. Don’t worry about the symbol/description, just focus on the net amount and date.
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Date 03/10/2011



03/10/2011



03/09/2011



Date 10/10/2012



10/10/2012



10/05/2012



04/15/2011



04/13/2011



Date



Action Sell to Close Sell to Close Buy to Open



Action Sell To Close Sell To Close Buy To Open Sell To Close Buy To Open



Action



Quantity Symbol/Description



Price



Net Amount



2



AIG Mar10 27 Call



$9.40



$1,865.00



5



AIG Mar 10 27 Call



$9.40



$4,699.89



7



AIG Mar 10 27 Call



$1.98



($1,401.03)



Price



Net Amount



Quantity Symbol/Description 3



YUM Oct12 65 Call



$5.70



$1,709.88



2



YUM Oct12 65 Call



$5.70



$1,124.97



5



YUM Oct12 65 Call



$2.09



($1,060.08)



12



YUM May10 40 Call



$3.00



$3,581.81



12



YUM May10 40 Call



$1.77



($2,142.13)



Quantity Symbol/Description
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Price



Net Amount



04/16/2010



04/16/2010



04/16/2010



04/16/2010



04/16/2010



04/16/2010



04/16/2010



04/16/2010



Sell To Close Sell To Close Sell To Close Sell To Close Sell To Close Sell To Close Buy To Open Buy To Open



1



GS Apr10 165 Put



$6.50



$635.03



2



GS Apr10 165 Put



$6.50



$1,299.96



2



GS Apr10 165 Put



$6.50



$1,299.96



1



GS Apr10 165 Put



$6.50



$649.98



1



GS Apr10 165 Put



$6.50



$649.98



1



GS Apr10 165 Put



$6.50



$649.97



2



GS Apr10 165 Put



$1.44



($288.02)



6



GS Apr10 165 Put



$1.44



($879.02)



As you can see most investments generated a significant profit. There are a lot of examples that I could show you like this. I’m not going to say that I have never lost in the stock market, but with the right tools and education you can limit your lost and ultimately gain. The opportunities are endless in the stock market. There are opportunities like this every day. To learn more about stock options visit this link. http://www.doubleyourmoneyinaday.com/GetAccess-.html
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UTILIZING LEVERAGE Leverage is a generalized term that indicates any technique that multiplies profits and losses. Some usual ways to acquire leverage include using stock options, purchasing fixed assets and borrowing money. Leverage encourages the activities of the firm as well as investors. It actually represents your capability to gain a lot by spending a little. You can use different financial tools and stock options to create leverage. For instance, you want to invest $1,000. You can use this amount to buy 10 shares of stock. However, you can increase leverage by investing in 5 stock options agreements. In this way, you can acquire 500 shares rather than only 10, for a much cheaper price, could be $10, $100, or $200. This approach is potentially more advantageous.



LAST BUT NOT LEAST Stock Market + Stock Options + Leverage = $$! With the information that has been presented in this eBook, you can agree that stock, stock options and leverage can be the most efficient ways to create wealth. However, it is extremely important to recognize the potential rewards and risks. If you want to boost your profits and actually double your invested money within a day, you should make the best use of your financial resources. Page 29



Undoubtedly, the individual journey to understand basic rules of investing and trading in stock market is a long and tough one. It can take you a long time to become a pro in techniques of investing. However, the information provided in this eBook and the right education with our company could get you started on the road to success. For further understanding, you can sign up for different educational courses offered by the company. Stock market is a complex platform whose behavior and reactions are pretty unpredictable. In order to effectively supervise your trading activities, you should decipher when to place a trade, buy or sell a stock and how to use options. Sometimes, it is more difficult to supervise a trade than actually placing it due to lack of education and emotion. Our company believes in financial education. The lack of financial education in traditional schools hinders civilization, and we are here to put a stop to it. The education that is offered by the company in different courses is just accurate to help you make the right investment decisions at the right time! To learn more about this awesome training visit http://www.doubleyourmoneyinaday.com/join2.html
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